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Dear Neighbor,!!
Through no fault of your own, you may be facing one of the greatest challenges of your life—
how to prevent your property from being foreclosed upon.!!
We have seen every type of situation and we realize there is no “easy” solution to every 
problem.!!
Why let the bank take your most valued asset and leave you with no money?  Fortunately, 
alternatives exist.  !!!!
Here are seven ways you can avoid foreclosure: !!!
1. Refinance your home!!
2. Bring your mortgage current by paying off the past due balance!!
3. Create a “workout” payment plan with your lender!!
4. File for bankruptcy !!
5. Create “shared equity” for your home!!
6. Transfer the title to your home!!
7. Sell your property before your lender completes the foreclosure process!!!!
Let’s go over each of these options — what the option entails and the pros and cons of doing 
each one:!!
1.  REFINANCE YOUR PROPERTY!
! !
! In today’s market, there are many different types of financial institutions that lend money 
to borrowers.  Although you may not be able to refinance with your lender due to your situation, 
there are plenty of other mortgage companies and private lenders who offer borrowers creative 
financing solutions. They are often able to solve your present loan situation after evaluating your 
needs.  Although that new loan you get will probably have a higher interest rate than a regular 
loan, if you have a good amount of equity in your property, that is an ok alternative to losing it 
outright.  While the refinancing rates may be at a little bit higher, this may still be a very good 
option that is available to you. We are happy to recommend professional mortgage brokers who 
may be able to help you in your situation, in fact, you can click on our financing page here on 
NorthShoreBoston.com and directly contact a lender that we work with regularly who may be 
able to help.!

http://NorthShoreBoston.com


2. BRING YOUR MORTGAGE CURRENT BY PAYING OFF PAST DUE BALANCE!!
! I know what you are thinking: “Of course I would bring my mortgage current if I could 
afford to pay it right now.” !!
! We understand how this concept can be frustrating, but, have you thought of discussing 
your situation with the people who are close to you in your life who might be able to help?!!
Can you borrow it from a family member or friend?!!
Can you sell something that currently you own? !!
Does your employer offer any hardship lending programs for its employees?!!
! It may be a bit uncomfortable, but asking family and friends is a great idea when you are 
facing such a difficult situation as this is. !!!!!!
3. CREATE A WORKOUT PAYMENT PLAN WITH THE LENDER!!
! Your lender does not want to foreclose on your home.  This is a last option for them.  
Lenders want their loans to be successfully repaid by their borrowers.  They do not want to take 
the property back and still have their money sunk into the property, while it is not earning 
interest from a borrower.  Not only is this a negative mark on the lender’s track record, it hurts 
their financial bottom line.!!
! Because of this, lenders are often interested in doing a “workout” payment plan with the 
borrower.  This is when the lender and borrower come up with a manageable plan to pay off 
back payments until they are current on the loan again.  Usually, the lender will structure a 
“workout” by taking the overdue back payments total amount and divide it by 12 or 24, then add 
that amount on top of your monthly payments each month until you are current.  !!
! The key here is when considering if you qualify for a “workout” payment plan, the lender 
will have to see proof that you will be able to make that extra payment on top of your regular 
monthly payment for each of the months that it will take to get your loan current.  Otherwise, you 
will find yourself in the same position that you started in, facing foreclosure once again.  If your 
lender allows you to do a “workout” payment plan but you fail at making payments, they will be 
much less inclined to try to help you again on the second time around.  So your best bet is to 
work with a specialist who has done this before and can guide you through all of the details.!!!!!!!!



4. FILE FOR BANKRUPTCY!!
! Filing for bankruptcy might work if you are being foreclosed on.  There are 3 different 
options for filing:  Chapter 7 (for individuals who are completely liquidating to start over), 
Chapter 11 (for businesses who are reorganizing finances to restructure their debt payments), 
and Chapter 13 (for individuals who are reorganizing finances to restructure their debt 
payments).  !!
! However, filing for bankruptcy should only be a last option as opposed to the other 
options on this list.  Just like a “workout,” you should only attempt to file bankruptcy if you know 
that you can afford to make your future mortgage payments.  If you know that you will be unable 
to afford them after your bankruptcy, you will face the same problem of foreclosure again and 
the bankruptcy will be a waste of time.!!
! Additionally, you should know that filing for bankruptcy has some other negative effects.  
First, the local bankruptcy court has to publish notice of your filing in the newspaper bankruptcy 
section.  Second, a bankruptcy will stay on your credit report for a full 7 years.  Third, filing for 
bankruptcy is expensive.  Fourth, you can only file for bankruptcy once every 8 years, so if you 
run into future financial problems within 8 years of filing, those new debts that you may incur will 
not be eligible for bankruptcy protection. !!
! If you are stuck with no alternatives to filing for bankruptcy, we can recommend a few 
trusted attorneys who will be able to assist you.!!!!
5.  CREATING SHARED EQUITY IN YOUR PROPERTY!!
! This is a creative and less common option, but it could work for you.  Creating shared 
equity is done by borrowing the money from an investor to pay off your back payments and 
bring your mortgage current.  In exchange for paying off your back payments, the investor will 
negotiate with you to receive a percentage of equity in your property as part owner.  You are 
giving them a part ownership on the title of your home.  While this may seem like a difficult 
decision, it can present a better alternative to foreclosure and giving up the entirety of your 
ownership in your home to the bank when they take the home from you.  !!
! This option is hard to make happen for the average home owner who does not know an 
investor to go to.  It also becomes more difficult to achieve because the majority of investors do 
not want to risk their money to pay your back payments, if you haven’t been able to demonstrate 
that you will be able to afford paying the property consistently in the future, once you are 
current.!!!!!!!!!



6. TRANSFER THE TITLE OF YOUR PROPERTY!!
! Transferring title is the same as selling the property, with a couple of distinctions.  The 
transaction involves having an investor buyer offer to pay your back mortgage payments to 
make your loan current.  In exchange for making you current, the title to the property is then 
transferred into the name of the investor buyer, while you keep your name on the original 
mortgage.  The investor will then have a financial stake in the property, “subject to the existing 
mortgage” on your home.  The investor buyer then takes over the property and you move on, 
while the investor buyer will continue to make payments until mortgage until the property is 
completely paid off in full.  This can be quick or take quite a long amount of time to finish making 
all of the payments. !!
! Once your mortgage is paid off in full, the investor buyer will own your home outright.  To 
be clear, this is a property sale.  You leave the home when the investor agrees to make your 
payments current, or whenever you’ve negotiated to leave by.  It benefits you as the home 
owner facing foreclosure by:  saving you from having to go through the foreclosure process any 
further, you won’t have a foreclosure on your credit report, your credit score will go back up as a 
result of paying off the back payments owed, and you can often times get some cash from the 
investor to move on from the property which you can use to begin fresh.!!
! The key with this type of transaction is working with a seasoned investor buyer who has 
the funds and experience with this sort of transaction.  We work with many of these investors 
regularly and can help you find the right one to successfully do this type of sale.!!!!
7. SELL YOUR HOME QUICKLY BEFORE THE FORECLOSURE AUCTION!!
! If you are interested in just leaving a bad situation in the rear view mirror this is the most 
simple option.  There is nothing like a clean slate in life to move on without baggage of a bad 
memory.  If you sell your property to a buyer before the foreclosure process goes too far down 
the line, you can collect whatever equity that you have in your home and use it to start fresh.  If 
you have no other options besides foreclosure and you have equity, this is your best option.!!
! Time heals wounds.  Even though things are rough now, it will get better as time passes.  
Sometimes we allow problems to just grow until they are unmanageable, when the best 
available option is to face your adversity head on so that you can have a clean financial future.!!!!
——————————————————————————————————————————!!!
SUMMARY:!!
! If you would like to discuss further with us to come up with a solution tailored specifically 
to your needs, please contact us at any time.  We are here to help.  We can make this painful 
process go away one way or another so that you can start over fresh.  Remember, our ultimate 
goal is to help you save your home from foreclosure without having to sell it.  We will exhaust 



every potential option available for you and have excellent attorneys that we work with to 
recommend to you if you need any legal services related to your situation.  We are 
compassionate, seasoned, home loss prevention experts here to advocate for your best interest 
at all times as your real estate fiduciary.  !!
! We hope this guide helps you make sense of your situation, but it is merely a summary 
of what steps you could take.  Our best advice is to not delay further, as wasting time can only 
make your situation snowball into something worse.!!
To learn more about your specific options, please reach out to us at any time!  !!!
Sincerely,!!!
North Shore Boston Group!
info@northshoreboston.com!
RE/MAX Renaissance!!
672 Main Street, Reading, MA 01867!
617-209-9394 Direct!
781-944-7653 Office!!


